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POSTALRAE ANDFEE CHANGES, 2000
RESPONSES OF THE UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE
TO ITEMS l-3,7-6 OF
PRESIDING OFFICER’S INFORMATION REQUEST NO. 9
(May 1,200O)
The United States Postal Service hereby provides responses to the following
questions in Presiding Officer’s Information Request No. 1, dated April 21, 2000:
1-3, 7-6.
Each question is stated verbatim and is followed by the response. Institutional
responses are being provided in response to Items 3 and 7-6, as these seek copies of
information not prepared by any individual witness. The response to Item 4 is being
prepared and is expected to be filed tomorrow. Item 6 is the subject of a separate
pleading filed today, and there was no Item 5.
Respectfully submitted,
UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE
By its attorneys:
Daniel J. Foucheaux, Jr.
Chief Counsel, Ratemaking

Eric P. Koetting
475 L’Enfant Plaza West, S.W.
Washington, DC. 20260-l 137
(202) 268-2992 Fax -6402
May 1,200O

RESPONSE OF WITNESS TAYMAN TO
PRESIDING OFFICER’S INFORMATION REQUEST NO. 9

1. Please verify that the changes in Total Factor Productivity (TFP) for the last six
postal quarters are as follows:
Year
1999

Postal Quarter
PQI

TFP
-2.0%

RESPONSE:
TFP for the last six postal quarters, taken from the most recent Quarterly TFP
Tables are as follows:
Year
1999

I

Postal Quarter
PQI
PQ II
PQ Ill

TFP
-1.9%
-1.4%
-0.3%

The quarterly TFP database is regularly updated to incorporate the most recent data
available. This is the reason for the difference in the TFP growth rates.
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2. Please list the factors that have contributed to the above changes in TFP ranked
in order of their importance. Please discuss, in a qualitative way, for each
quarter the changes in the factors that contributed to changes in TFP.
RESPONSE:
Weighted mail volume growth, miscellaneous output growth, and delivery point
growth are combined with changes in labor and material usage and capital inputs
contributed to quarterly changes in Total Factor Productivity.
The table below describes, for each quarter, the changes in factors that
contributed to changes in TFP.
fear
1999

Postal
Quarter
PQI

TFP

Factors Contributing to TFP Changes

-1.9%

1) Workload increased 2.2%
a) Weighted mail volume growth (2.7%).
Weighted mail volume grew slower than total
pieces because a substantial amount of the
volume growth occurred in Standard Mail (A),
with non-presort First-Class letter volume
declining.
b) Delivery points grew 1.3%
c) Miscellaneous output grew 1.2%
2) Resources usage increased 4.1%
a) Increase in material inputs (15.3%). The
categories that contributed the most to
materials input growth were miscellaneous
services and freight, advertising and
consulting, computer services, maintenance,
and supplies.
b) Labor input growth (1.9%). Labor input grew
more than labor hours (which grew 1.6%) due
to a change in clerk workhour composition.
Fewer transitional employee workhours were
recorded during this quarter, with a
substantial increase in part-time career hours.
c) Capital input growth (6.6%). Substantial
growth in postal support equipment,
mechanized handling equipment, and
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buildings contributed to growth in capital.
‘Q II

‘1.4%

) Workload increased 2.7%
a) Growth in weighted mail volume (3.0%).
Weighted mail volume this quarter grew
faster than total pieces. This was due to
* increases in the high-cost Standard Mail (B)
categories and a decline in Standard Mail (A)
ECR, which offset the impact of increasing
Standard Mail (A) regular rate mail and First
Class single piece letters.
b) Miscellaneous output grew 9.3%.
c) Delivery points grew 1.3%
!) Resources usage increased 4.2%
a) Increase in materials usage (11.7%).
Materials input growth was due to high
growth in miscellaneous services and freight,
domestic air transportation, maintenance,
and highway transportation .
b) Labor input growth (2.3%). Labor input
growth was higher than hours growth (1.7%)
due largely to a change in clerk workhour
composition. Substantially fewer non-career
employee workhours were recorded this
quarter, with a substantial increase in parttime career employee workhours.
c) Capital input growth (5.8%). Growth in Capita
input was primarily due to growth in postal
support equipment, mechanized handling
equipment, and buildings.

2Q Ill

-0.3%

I) Workload increased 2.7%
a) Weighted mail volume growth (3.3%).
Weighted mail volume grew more than total
pieces. Priority Mail grew substantially over
the previous year. There was a substantial
decline in the low-cost Standard Mail (A)
Enhanced Carrier Route volume. These two
factors offset the impacts of declining FirstClass single piece letter volume, increasing
First-Class presort letter volume, and
increasing Standard Mail (A) Regular Rate
volume.
b) Delivery points grew 1.4 percent
c) Miscellaneous output growth was 1.1% .
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!) Resources usage increased 3.0%
a) Increase in materials usage (9.1%).
Categories contributing the most to materials
input growth were advertising and consulting,
air transportation, and computer services.
b) Labor input growth (1.2%). Labor input
growth was higher than hours growth (0.7%)
due largely to a change in clerk workhour
composition. Substantially fewer non-career
employee workhours were recorded this
quarter, with a substantial increase in parttime career employee workhours.
c) Capital input growth (8.1%). Growth in Capital
input was primarily due to growth in postal
support equipment with additional increases
in buildings and mechanized handling
equipment.
‘Q IV

2.3%

I) Resources usage decreased 0.6%
a) Decline in materials usage (7.0%). Declines
in materials input is largely due to substantial
declines in supplies, international air line-haul
transportation, consulting and advertising,
and miscellaneous services and freight.
b) Labor input growth (0.2%). Labor input
growth was higher that hours growth (which
was -0.6%) due to a substantial change in
workhour composition. These changes
included substantial reductions in the number
of casual hours worked and/or an increase in
the experience mix for part-time employees in
the clerk, city carrier, mailhandler, building
maintenance, and vehicle maintenance
crafts.
c) Capital input growth (8.2%). Growth in Capital
input was primarily due to growth in postal
support and buildings.
2) Workload increased 1.7%
a) Weighted mail volume growth (1.7%).
Weighted mail volume grew more than total
pieces. There was a substantial decline in the
low-cost Standard Mail (A) Enhanced Carrier
Route volume. These two factors offset the
impacts of trends that tend to lead to lower
weighted mail volume growth: declining First-
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Class single piece letter volume, increasing
First-Class presort letter volume, and
increasing Standard Mail (A) Regular Rate
volume.
b) Delivery points grew 1.4%.
c) Miscellaneous output increased 2.4%.
!OOO

‘Q I

1.7%

I) Resources usage decreased 0.3%
a) Decline in labor input (0.7%). Labor input
growth was higher then workhour growth (1.4%), due to a substantial change in
workhour composition. There were
substantial reductions in part-time and noncareer workhours for clerks and city carders.
b) Decline in materials use (1.2%). The
decrease in materials input was the result of
decreases in a number of materials input
categories, which were somewhat offset by
substantial increase in a few categories.
Categories with substantial decreases
included consulting and advertising and
travel. Categories with substantial increases
included maintenance, highway
transportation, and air transportation.
c) Capital input growth (7.1%). Capital input
growth was primarily due to growth in postal
support equipment, buildings, and
mechanized handling equipment.
2) Workload increased 1.4%
a) Weighted mail volume growth (1.5%).
Weighted mail grew more than total pieces.
There was a significant increase in Priority
Mail and a decline in Standard Mail (A)
Enhanced Carrier Route volume. These two
factors offset the impacts of trends that tend
to lead to lower weighted mail volume growth:
declining First-Class single piece letter
volume, increasing First-Class presort letter
volume, and increasing Standard Mail (A)
Regular Rate volume.
b) Delivery points grew 1.5%
c) Miscellaneous output decreased 0.5% .

‘Q II

2.7%

1) Workload increased 2.3%
a) Weighted mail volume growth (3.2%).
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I

I

Weighted mail volumes grew faster than
pieces, primarily because Priority Mail had a
substantial increase. With a relatively high
unit cost, increases in Priority Mail have a
greater on weighted mail volume than total
pieces. There was a decline in Standard Mail
(A) Enhanced Carrier Route volume, which
has a relatively low cost per piece.
Somewhat offsetting the impact of these two
factors were increases in First-Class presort
letters and Standard Mail (A) regular rate
mail, which have low cost per piece, and
declines in international mail, which has a
high cost per piece.
b) Delivery points grew 1.6%
c) Miscellaneous output decreased 10.0%.
2) Resources usage decreased 0.5%
a) Decline in labor input (0.4%). Labor input
growth was higher then workhour growth (1.O%), due to changes in workhour
composition. There were substantial
reductions in part-time and non-career
workhours for clerks and city carriers, as well
as increase in the experience levels for
career employees.
b) Capital input growth (10.0%). Growth in
capital inputs was primarily due to growth in
buildings, postal support equipment, and
mechanized handling equipment.
c) Decline in materials usage (4.0%). There
was an increase in the quantity of
transportation input due to increases in
highway transportation, and a substantial
decline in other materials input.

Please be advised that the quarterly rates of TFP growth show more volatility than
annual rates of TFP growth and must be interpreted with a great deal of caution.
Investment in capital input as well as expenditures on major programs can lead to
short-run variations in the ratio of workload to resource usage. These investments
and program expenditures are made to reduce the long-run cost to the organization.

DECLARATION

I, William P. Tayman, declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing answers
are true and correct, to the best of my knowledge, information, and belief.

Dated:
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3. The FY 1999 Billing Determinants reflect two different sets of rates: (1) the
pm-Docket No. R97-1 and (2) the Docket No. R97-1 rates. Please provide the FY 1999
Billing Determinants separated between those two periods.
RESPONSE:
Some of the FY 1999 Billing Determinants provided in USPS-LR-I-259 already
include data separated as requested (e.g., Express Mail and Parcel Post). Others
reflecting that separation will be provided as supplements to library reference LR-I-259.
Notices will be provided to that effect. (As usual, the billing determinants for Special
Services may present particular challenges in this regard.)

\
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7. In R97-1, the Service provided to (sic) Inspection Service reports regarding
the Management Operating Data System (MODS). The reports are:
National Coordination Audit: Mail Volume Measurement and Reporting
Systems, United States Postal Inspection Service, December 1996,
LR-H-220.
National Coordination Audit: Allied Work Hours, United States Postal
Inspection Service, December 1996, LR-H-236.
Please provide copies of any follow-up reports to these two reports, or other
subsequent audit reports involving regarding the Management Operating Data System
(MODS).
RESPONSE:
A follow-up report to LR-H-236 (Allied Workhours) will be filed as LR-I-321
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8. Witness O’Tormey states that in “December 1999, a national Standard
Operating Procedure (SOP) for Periodicals processing was delivered to the field for
implementation.” USPS-ST-42 at 19. Please provide a copy of the SOP.
RESPONSE:
Copies of the SOP, as well as a relevant subsequent addendum to the SOP, are

MANAGERS, OPERATtONS SUPPORT (AREA)
SUBJECT: National Periodicals Processing Standard Operating Procedures (SOP)
By now, you and your staff have had the opportunity to review the draft of a national Periodicals
Processing Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) and forward your comments. All of your
concerns were reviewed; changes were made. Now it is time for field implementation.
Attached is the national SOP for processing Periodicals, the next step in the effort to intensify our
service improvement plans. Improved placarding, proper Area Distribution Center @DC) makeup, and no commingling with other mail classes are some of the fundamental components
emphasized in this SOP. The document also points out area responsibilities for monitoring the
compliance and efficiency of transportation routings. operating plans, and distribution hubs.
While not specifically defined in the SOP, it is important that areas continue to track plant
conditions and determine the cause of any major delays, then surface systemic issues to
headquarters. Processing Operations will continue to facilitate the resolution of system problems
and will work with you to meet our customers’ expectations.
Please forward this SOP to your field units for immediate implementation. Your cooperation
throughout this endeavor is appreciated. If you have questions or concerns. please contact Joe
DiPietropolo in Processing Operations at (202) 2664446.
.

cc: Mr. Black
Mr. Rapp
Mr. Moden
Mr. O’Tormey
Mr. Pajunas
Mr. Spates
i
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STANDARD OPERATING PROCEDURES (SOP)
FOR PERIODICALS PROCESSING
INTRODUCTION
Purpose
This document establishes some minimum requirements and procedures for the processing of
Periodiils that will sbangthen our corpomte service tmpmvement effort for this important dass of
mail. These operating procedures wttl support our corpomte goal of pro&ding our customers with
a oompati6valy priced product that provides rtdiibte and ocdatent aatvica.

The Postal Set-&x, in assoctagon with the Mailers’ Technical Advkory Committee (MTAC). has
spent the last few yaan mvlewing ati aapads of the aooaptanca, pmcesstng, and transportation of
Periodicals. Their tindings tncluded the ldentttkation of many problem amas. Some of the
problems were systerrdc in nature and required headquarters’ intervention. Other problems could
be easily improved through tocal tniittves
These guidelines am the first step in a series of
actions thatwill be incorporated in the procedures for the handling of Periodicals. In addition,
these guidelines and procedures are being developed to establish a more service responsive
disbibution network for Periodicals. This document will specbicalty relate to:
1. Minimum requirements fbr the processing and distribution of Periodicals
within the Processing and Distribution Centers/Facilities (PBDCsFs).
2. No commingling of Periodicals with other dasses of mail.
3. Labeling requirements for minor containers (e.g. sadcs. trays, tubs).
4. Placarding requirements for major containers (e.g. pallets, APCs. BMCs,
hampers, wiretainers, postal palm, gaylords).
5. Suggested performance targets and service indicators.
6. Training of supervisory and cmt? employees.

Previous endeavors on improving Periodiils’ processes revealed some universal systemic
problems. To address these problems, John Rapp, Vke President Field Operations Support
established a headquarters Periodkals Process Management Review Team to identify root
causes of poor service and begin a process towards resolving them To that end, the
development of this SOP will assist managers in the field with standardiiing the handling and
tdentification of Periodicals.

PROCESS MANAGEMENT
Philosophy and Acceptance
The Postal Service corporately has integrated the process management philosophy at the national
level and is encouraging field units to use the method in all aspects of our core business
processes that relate to customer satisfaction. Process management is a proven data driven tool
for problem solving. The drilling down and questioning WHY to identify fundamental problems is
a practice that should ba incorporated into our daily decision making processes. One important
element of the process management is the support and acceptance of local management.
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Process Management Teams

,

Headquarter has requested that every duster establish a process management team for
These teams should be the vehiie to establish (or review) a Pariodiik’ processing
Periodiik.
sbatagy and to implemenS monitor, and adjust as condiins warrant, Any issues not solvable at
the tocal level will be forwarded to the area Periodicals coordinator for ravkw and action.
Processing Mailflow Map
A plant process map should be developed in order to identify the present mailikw and operations
process indiitors that can be used to ftag problems in upstream operations. After validating
these maps, appropriate changes should be made to maintain an ekcient diitrtbubon network
through the plant and the make-up of a product that is more service responsive to the downsbeam
operations. .The operatiohs process indicators should be monhored to idenhfy recurring issues or
failures between internal operations of a plant
These pmess maps could provide operational assisknce and aid in the analysis fw cost
reductions, staffing requirements, and training.

PLANT OPERATIONS

.~

Operating Plan
The facility operating plan k used to schedule or plan efficienhy the processing anddistribution of
mail from receipt at the originating dock operation to the dastinating dock dispatding operation.
The plan provides an organbed and standard&d format to move mail from one processing
operation to the next taking into consideration the facility equipmenf capacity. and transportation.
The operating plan beak all mail by class and service standard commitmank. The elements of
the operating plan are as follows:
Mail Arrival Profile
Average Daily Volumes
Planned Start Time
Critical Entry Time
Clearance lime
The operating plan must treat Periodicals similar to First-Class Mail having a clearance time on
day-zero to meet dispatches of value (DOVs) for outbound transportation at origin and DOVs to
delivery units at destination. For the purpose of this document day-zero reface to the day of the
operating plan and is normally from 0700 to 0700 on day of receipt The processing of Periodicals
must be accomplished concurrently with First-Class Mail, but cannot bs commingled with any
other class of mail. The only exception is at the carrier route level.
HublCentmttterJ Operattons
This day-zero clearance time must also be considered’when the origin facility performs no
processing for originating Periodicals but acts as a transfer point to another plant or BMC which
provides the outgoing processing and dispatching for a number of smaller facilities. Ail operating
plans must reflect dock clearance time that will allow the HUb/c&rarQed facility adequate time for
processing and timely dispatch of all Periodicals. This clearance time must guarantee meeting all
DOVs for outbound transportation.
Note:

The Hub/centralized facility operating plan must be developed to be service responsive.
The Hub/centralized facilities’ critical entry time must reflect the smaller facilities volumes
as its originating mail.
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RecommendedEnby T&s and Local Agreements
While the operating plan k the oftIck4 blueprint for processing mail, plank may enter local
agreements. These may indude recommended entry times that would prompt Periodical mailers
to enter mail at optimum times when sufiicient skffing and processing capacitks exkt Mail
entered under tocal agreernenk still must adhere to the operating plan dearsince time (CT).

RESPONSlBlLlllES
Area Distribution

Networks (DN)

The area DN ottice wM twlew all plant transportaWn requlrernenk for each operating plan
change request to eosure that the changes or mvlskos can be hnplemehted with valid and
adequate bansporktkn.
Effect&e with the issuance of this documerrt, each area DN ofhce g@
review all transport&ton and update all National Air and Surface System (NASS) pmduck to
ensure service responsive routings are provided to every plant with outbound Perkdills.
me
areaDNofficehastheauthoritytodesgMkwhere~ed~tted)mailwnlberwted.
Manager of In-Plant Support
The Manager of In-Plant Support m
ensure that the operating plan k updated, regecttng all
changes in processing tn an effort to improve service for Periodicals. These changes would
include operations in annexes and/or Hub operations.
Transportation

Manager

Local Transportatkn Managers will ensure that all muting for transportation carrying Periodical
Mail is correct and service responsive. Transportation that is not according to NABS schedules
should be updated. Placards should reflect NASS schedules and mutings, showing each leg of
transportation and/or transfers.

ACCEPTANCE PROCEDURES
All acceptance personnel should bs trained in the acceptance of Periodiil
minimum, receive the latest training, ‘Gethng Closer to the Mailbox.’

Mail, and at a

All Periodicals’ rnaillngs g@ ba verified for proper makeup and accurate kbeling. Acceptance
personnel px-& ensure mailers use the most anrent labeling lists. Makeup and revenue
docurrtank &
be verh%d for accuracy and completeness. If applicable. Coding Accuracy
Support System (CASS) certification documents should be provided for compliance to the DMM.
In an effort to improve service and customer satisfaction, BMEU personnel should provide
feedback to the mailer and the owner of the mailing on all discrepancies found during the
verification process. Upon completion of the veriricstion. the BMEU can release direct containers
for staging and/or dispatch. Acceptance personnel at plantload operations should keep the tocal
PBDCiPBDF informed of volume and transportation information.
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P&DC Platform
Once en acceptance unit has r&eased a Periodicals’ mailing to mail pmcessing, ptatfbrm
personnel must apply diipatchfmu8cg placards, showing minimum requiremenk (sea attached
placard),. to mail transport equipment (MTE). The originating P&DC is required to process
working or mtxed volumes. Platform personnel must attach an in-house ptacerd to these volumes
and route the Pericdicals to the appmprh operation fw distribution. If the f&ii
doee not
process working or mixed voturnss, then the MTE should ba placarded as workkrg Periodicals and
transferred to the HUB./centrafeed operations
/WdRonally, Periodiils may arrive on Highway Contract Routes (HCRs) from smaller P&DC%or
PaDFsorAssociateORicesoronMobxVehideSenriQs(MVS)fromstationsandbancheswith
acceptance units. The next handling wttl be determined based on the tnformation located on
placardedcontainersortabelstrrsacksortrays.
Afaciliithatackasadocktransferanddoes
eotprocessortgiitingPariodicals~stRptacardforforportatico.
tfthiiMciRy&requkedto
prfxass originating P-i
then placard 8x i&rouse processing and transport to proper
~arbreakdowounR
Thaoriginof8cemusthotcommmglePeriodicaQwithotherctassesof
Sack or Tray Break-Up Oparatfon-DrfghtatIng

e.
i

i

(Sack Sorter/Manual Operation)

Originating trays or sacks must be sorted to Area Diibutkm Center @DC) separations.
Containerization and dispatching should be completed to the fullest extent possible by each origin
plant At a minimum, a P&DC &
build containers for all overnight oftices, any direct
transportation. and whatever other destinations the volums warrants. The remaining lower
volume ADCs may be @@otted and har&oed to a HUB, HASP, or BMC operatton for break-up
and transportation. This jackpot container should ba made up only at the dlrection of the
.
area office. Identify a direct contalnerwtth a muting placard and dispatch: identify a mtxed
container with a placard indiiting mtxed Pedodkals.
Mixed Sacks and Tmys-Driglnating

(SPBWRack Opeation)

Dump mixed sacks and bays and dlltribute direct bundles or rolls to ADC separations (minimum
requirement). Label ADC trays and/or sacks and transport to sack and bay break-up operation for
dispatch. The origin office must not commingle Periodicals with other classes of mail. Separate
mixed working bundles to downstream operations:
Machinable
- Flak
Flat Sorter Operation FSM 881/1000
Letters
Automation
Non-Machinable
= Manual Operations FtaWLetters
=

NOTE Polywrapped Flak should be considered machinable.
Open and distribute mixed working bundles to ADC separations (minimum requirement). Ensure
correct labeling of all ADC bays. tubs, and sacks; then transport to sack and tray break-up
operation for dispatch. Local residue separations should flow to downstream operations for
distribution. Placard local residue for appropriate downstream operations showing day of delivery.
Note:
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PLANT OPERATIONS for DESTINATING (INCOMING) PERIODICALS
P&DC Platform
Incoming Periodiils will bereceived at P&DC or PBDF ptatforms horn mailers, from BMCs and
from other PBDCs for diitribution in the Zip Code area designated for their Localdelivery. Platform
personnel should verify contents of arriving vehicles and enter vehiie information into TIMES.
All Periodicals transported by the mailer must have a PS Form 8125. PVDS Veni5cation and
clearance. After cheddng the integrity of the mail load to be sure that it is safe to unload. platform
personnel must compare the shipment with the form for class, number of containers, and
processing cekgory. If the 8125 is propedy wmpleted and the WorrnatJon on tt matches the mail,
the*Destlnatlon’secthmustbefllkdout
Noteanyloadcandlth
irregularltlw In the
Torhmenr section.
Give unloading preference to vehtcks wntalning a periodiild mailing. Pertodicals can arrive
palletlzed. sacked. bundled, or bayed and can be sortad by ADC, Sdtgit SCF. end/or 8dgit
mad pkcards and hbels to
diract. During the unloading procedures, ptatfomr pemonr4 m
determine the pmper destination for each perticular contatner being unbaded. If the container is a
direct 5digit and requires no addiial
soda8oo. then it should be transported to the appropriate
dispatch bay. If the container requires in-house processing, then transport it to the appropriate
staging/process’ rng operation. If the container is an ADC and/or 8digit working container, then
hansport to the appropriate break-up area.
Machinable
9 SPBSIManual Break-up
Non-Machinable
l
Manual Break-up
Note: Platform signage should indicate which zones will require additional distribution.
Break-up Operations
Based on the equipment at the P&DUP&DF. most ADC and/or &digit working containers will be
separated by machinable and non-machinable. Incoming Periodicals must not be commingled
with other dasses of mail in break-up operations.
Sacks and Bundles
Machinable (SPBS Ooeraffo@-Containerized machinable bundles and sacks should
bs dumped at the SPBS and diitributed. Separations for S-digit letters and flak and 5
digit letters and Rats. not requiring xklkional in-house distribution. should be placarded
and transported to the dispatch platform. For zones that require secondary distribution inhouse, a separation should be made by zone, and by letters and flak. Each wntainer
should ba identitied for next handling with appropriate placards and transported to the
appropriate downstream operation.

,I
i

Non-machinable Manual Break-up Ooerafion~ntainerized
non-machinable
bundles and culls from the SPBS operation should be pmcessed in the manual break-up
area. Separations for Z&digitletters and flak and 5digit letters and flak not requiring
additional in-house distribution should bs placarded and transported to the dispatch
platform. For zones that require secondary distribution in-house aseparation should be
made by zone, and by letters or flats. Each container should be identified for next
handling with appropriate placards and transported to the downstream operation. If the
facility does not have an SPBS for the distribution of machinable Periodicals, then the
manual break-up would be used for machinable mail also.
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I

Automated bamodad- Create a DSCS sort ptan to maximize the finaitbation of nor+
automated zones These zones should be bayed, labeled, and placarded for transpo,-l to
thebaybreak-upopera&rfordii.
Allaukxmted secondary directs should be
bayed, lake
and placarded for merging in with barcoded secondary DPS letter
operations. l-r-I resxlued letters from the OCR run shouki be merged with this run on the
DBCS. Commingling of Pedodiils may be permitted at the DPS level.
Automatedhorrbatwded
Im;oming peI+odkafs must not be commingled with other classes of mail in OCR
opediOm AnOCRsortpianshouldbeaeatedtomaximQethefiMlbationofautomated zones on the OCR These zones shoukl be bayed, bbeted. and placarded for
bansporl to the bay break-up opem8on for dispatch All automabd secondary directs
should be bayed. labeled. and placarded for marging ln with bamoded Fkst-Class Mail
secondary letters operalions. All resldued letters should be labeled for barcoded primary
Pedodiils lettera operations.
Manual lettera
incoming Periodicals must not be commingled with other classes of rnait in primary
manual operations. Create a primary dttrlbution case design that woutd maximize the
fin+&ion of non-secondary AOs and city zones. These zones should be bayed.
labeled, and placarded for transport to a break-up operation for sortation and dispatch.
m-house secondary zones should be bayed. labeled, and placarded for break-up
operations to zones.

.!

Manual secondary sortation of Periodicals can be merged wkh First Ciass Mail to the
carrier mute. Propar klenti6cation as ‘Flrst-Ctas.5 Mair must occur when Petiodiits are
commingled at the carrier route level.
Flats-b-morning Periodicals
Automated Flats4FSM 881 SCRIOCR), With today’s technology we are able to
operate the FSM 881 as an OCR and BCS in a mixed environment. which benefits the
Periodicals network by enabling us to save handlings on preparation and expanding the
run time for this class of mail. Incoming Periodicals must not be commingled with other
dasses of mail in primary operations. Create primary flat sort plans at the
ADC/SCF/CtlY level to maximize the finaliition of non-automated secondary zones.
These direct zones should be iabeled. placarded and bansported to break-up operations
for dispatch. AH in-house automated secondary zones should be labeled and sent to
break-up operations for separation by zone and merging into secondary distribution. All
in-house manual secondary zones shoukl bs Waled and separated by zone for manual
secondary diitribution. All non-reads from the automated primary should be labeled and
placarded for distribution on FSM 881 keying. The FSM loo0 should accommodate
Pedodiils volume that was deemed oversized for the FSM 881 and any culls from the
PSI.4 881. Any Pericdkals processed on the FSM loo0 should be labeled and placarded
in the same manner described above. In the future, the AFSM 100 will have the ability to
support all FSM 881 volumes and a portion of the volumes designated today for the FSM
1000.
NOTEz Polywrapped Flats should be considered machinable.
Automated Secondarv-fFSM 881 BCR/OCR). When volume permits, Periodicals will
be kept pure and labeled and placarded appropriately. If volume or time is not warranted,
commingling of Periodicals is permitted at the canier route level with First Class Mail only.
At no point in the distribution cycle should Periodical Rats be worked with Standard Mail
(A) flats.
January 2000
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rv When v&me permits, Periodiil&ill
be kept pure to ensure
ikiiri at the oarriar unit this volumawtll ba tabsled and placarded appropriately. If
voksna or time ls not warranted commingling of Petiodiits is pannitted at the carrier
route tevel with First Cbss Mail oniy. Proper identitication of ttats as ‘First-Class Mail
must occur when Periodiils are commingled at the carder route level

:

LABELING
Genenl

Information

Labels have at&s ptayad an important rota tn the USPS. Thay ara to containers as addresses
ara to tatters. In recant years, labels have evotved to become infwmation rich. The readability of
labels is growing ever more important in transportfng our products within our plants and from
coast to coast
Label soumes
1. Mailer applied sa& bay. an&pallet labels.
Must ba verilied at origin oflice during acoeptance for accuracy and readability
2

Topeka Label Printing Center.
Quality procedures must be put in place to vetiN readability

3. Local USPS On-Demand Label Printer Systems (uses SPS via Passport System).
Quality procedures must be put in place fix Maintenance to perform readability
tests as routine preventive maintenance.
Labeling Requirements
Mailer applied bbels QII& follow the regulations in the DMM. Postal applied labels will be pink for
Periodicals and follow the makeup requirements of the latest labeling list issued by Headquarters
and disseminated by the area offices.
Labeling Procedures
All minor containers (e.g. sacks, trays, tubs) that will be dispatched out of the facility should be
labeled with pink labels. These labels must follow DMM standards for label content For
example, on tine 2. ‘NEWS would be printed for publications issued weekiy or more frequently,
while ‘PER’ would be used for all other publications.
In-house minor containers should bs labeled with pink labels showing the contents as Periodicals
and the next handling destination. For TMS sites, these labels must be printed using On Demand
Label Printers or ordered from Topeka to ensure accurate flows throughout the facility. Non-TMS
sites can design labels locally.

PLACARDING
All major containers for dispatch out of the facility wilt be reauired to use the format as described
in this documentation including the use of PINK paper. This new placard design allows the
designating site to remove the bottom potion for comments or discrepancies and return to the
originating site. This immediate feedback mechanism will facilitate a quicker response time in
identifying and correcting deficiencies, both in content and routing. It also gives to the designating
facility the option to notify the originating site by phone, mail, or email.

January 2000
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SERVICE STANDARDS
Serviw commitments fur Periodicals are measured from point of entry to delivery to the custornar
based on the origin and destination S-digit rip (SCF) codes. Thase uommkmants range from l-7
days depending on the entry point The must important factor for a prowssing employee to
understand when handling Periodicals is that fmm receipt at the dock to dispatch from the dock,
yw must dear all Periodical volumas on Day Zam regardless of origin or desttnation. To say it
another way, all Periodicals rewived by uritkzl anby time must ba dispatched on the next
available transport&on.
Note: Signage shouktbe developed to uomrnuniwte these setviw raquimments.

Today. the Daily Mail Condkion Reporbng Syatam (MCRS) will serve as ona of the indiirs
used
to assess the performance of Periodicals pmcassfng. The spacitic indicator in the MCRS will be
Drayed Periodiw/s, tine Number 7 Cutgotng Periodicals and Llne Number lg. lndorning
P.?liOdlWlS..

Entry Schedule for Periodicals (ESP) is a future enhancement that will provide a measurement
tndiitor that considers arrival, unload, and delivery of Periodicals. This 9stam is dependent on
mailer seeding prowduras.
A tracking system to monitor customer complaints will be activated. This will enable trends to ba
developed regarding our custornars’ perception of our handling of Periodicals.

TRAINING
Each diibict and PBDCWBDF should ensure that every acwptancautark has received the
recently developed training for Periodicals. YXtfng Closer to the Mailbox’ is a four-hour training
module fcuusad on how to prepare Periodiwls, both from a cost and processing standpoint
Operations’ training for Periodicals (course #51501) is available for delivery and mail prosassing
employees: Two separate training packages were developed for managers/supervisors and craft
employees. The one-hour video, ‘Delivering the Promise-On Time Delivery for Periodicals
Mail’, ts divided into three segments which must bs viewed by all operations employees.
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The placard attached and depicted below illustrates an example of the
EXTERNAL placard that will be used to dispatch Perkxiicals to de&rating
EXTERNAL placards will use liaht pink paper and follow the format
Offices.
provided on the sample.
The origin office must
1. Print the Destinating ADC; contents of container; ZIP range.
2. Indicate the mode of transportation.
3. Complete all lags of Routing Information.
4. Record Dispatch Date and Service Commitment.
5. lndude the nama./phone number of a contact parson to whom
container irregularities pan ba raportsd.
The destinating office must
1. Record Data of Receipt and note data of service commitment
2 Provide feedback on irregularities by tearing off the bottom portion of
- the placard, showing Origin Offrca. Complete tha name of person
reporting the irregularity, the nature of irregularity.
Note: The small number 327 on the tear-off portion indicates to the Origin Offrca
the ID of the destinating office if not indicated in the irregularities.

*. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
b-dByi__
mac-v

The placards attached and depicted below illustrate two examples of the
INTERNAL placard that must be used to distribute Periodicals within the plant.
INTERNAL (or in-house) placards must ba printed on hot pink paper to denote
Periodicals and not to be misconstrued as the color code used for SATURDAY
delivery.
EVERY container identified on the dock that will require disbibution or break-up
must ba placarded with this type placard and transported to tha appropriate

0: .-mle
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327
ROUTING INFORMATION:

(check dispatch used)

[

] AMT 89, C/O 0600 [TRANSFER

@ 3211 AhIT H89A, LV 0300

[

] AMT 97, c/O 1425 WSFER

@ 3211 AhlT H97, LV 1150

ServiceCommitment:

Date of Receipt:

Contents:

days

PERIODICALS
327-

329,

334,347,349
**************************************************

ORIGIN:JAF P&DC NY 101

PreparedBy:

C~~~~~I~NTS~RREGULARI~ES:

- .’

327

For containermake-up irregularities, call Ed Cox at (212) 330-3741or cc:Mail to COX, EDWARD E

I

-2-
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MANAGERS, OPERATIONS SUPPORT (AREAS)
SUBJECT! Addendum to Periodicals Standard Operating Proceduras (SOP)
Released in January, the national Periodicals Processing SOP limited commingling of Periodicals
with first-Class Mail at the carrier route level. While the SOP emphasized no commingling of
Periodicals with other dasses of mak exceptions were permitted for some dcstinating @coming)
operations. The SOP indicated that Periodials could be merged with First-Class Mail in the
distribution of barcoded ktters at the Delivery Point Sequence (DPS) level or manual secondary
sortation. Similarly. Periodicals flats could be commingled with First-Class Mail at the carrier route
level in automated or manual operations.
As an addendum to the SOP. the option of commingling Periodicals and Standard Mail (A) flats
may occur at the incoming secondary level, as bna as service for the Periodicals can be
maintain&
When Periodttis are mixed with Standard Mail (A) flats, the dispatch container must
be labeled as Periodicals.’ Any fadity that opts for this type of commingling must ensure that
set-vice petiormance for Periodiils Is strictly monitored and enforced.

Nicholas%. Barranca
cc: Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Black
Rapp
Moden
OTormey
Pajunas
Spates

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that I have this day served the foregoing document upon all
participants of record in this proceeding in accordance with section 12 of the Rules of
Practice.
r
ly

f@,

Eric P. Koetting
475 L’Enfant Plaza West, SW.
Washington, DC. 20260-I 137
(202) 266-2992 Fax -6402
May 1,200O
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